TIP #1: Start Talking About What Is In It for Your Team Members
Build your plan around what is in it for your team. That can take many shapes and
forms, but you have to start there. Think about it, would you prefer to have all of your
team members working on this 100 Day Plan together, or just you as the dentist?
Many dentists feel like they are dragging the wagon alone, this takes up a lot of energy
when you try to do it on your own, as opposed to working as a team. When you have
conversations that are based on the context of what’s in it for your team, that might
mean you may have to commit a few more hours of work in the evenings perhaps.
It would be beneficial to create an incentive system around this so, that financially
1. is definitely some gain for them at the same time. It is a win-win situation for
there
both the team and as well as the practice.

TIP #2: To Have A Plan to Replace Whatever Hygiene Production You Missed Before
This compliments the first tip and is quite self-explanatory. When you are planning
your 100 Day Plan with your team, you will have to take into consideration how you
are going to replace the hygiene production that you’ve missed in your practice from
the time you were closed.
Without a plan in mind, you will find it hard to set and work towards goals effectively.

TIP #3: Remember to Build The Relationship Side Of Your Practice
When we bounce back out of this crisis, being able to rely on a relationship-driven
practice that you know and can trust, will be one of the leading factors that will
influence patients in choosing you. Moreover, patients are going to be concerned
and are going to ask questions.
Some may not be very comfortable in visiting your practice at first. We have to be
emotionally intelligent and connect with them to make things easier for them. That
may mean postponing their appointment to a later date if it is not urgent.
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We have to let patients know that their worries and concerns are recognized and
understood by us and that we are always there to help and support them.
One of the ways we are looking forward to connecting with patients is through
virtual consultations.
This is going to be applicable for you not only during the 100 days but in the future as
you move ahead.
Imagine being able to do this for the patient in the convenience of their homes. The
time that you will be spending with them will not make them feel pressured or
concerned, instead of in the comfort of being in a place surrounded by things that
make them feel safe and at ease.
Make it a priority to ensure your practice is focused on building and maintaining the
relationship-driven aspect of your practice.

We will discuss this topic and action points in greater detail in episode #433 of The
Thriving Dentist show. Listen to the full podcast for more in-depth information at
https://www.thrivingdentist.com/podcast-show/
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